Royalair German Shepherds Breeding contract:
Breeding Guarantee: Until your pup is three years of age.

1. Seller guarantees puppy to be healthy at the time of sale.
2. Seller guarantees the puppy has been on a set deworming & vaccination
schedule.
3. Seller guarantees the puppy to be free of Hip Dysplasia, (passing OFA) a Fair
is passing for breeding purposes. Elbows grated g-1 is acceptable for
breeding g-2 or 3 are covered under this contract if both elbows are effected.
One Elbow out is NOT covered.
4. This contract does not require elbows to be done, Seller does not guarantee a
dog that has no puppies, breeding is not a simple and putting a male with a
female. I guarantee only that dog passes hips and or elbows.
5. Seller guarantees’ puppy to be free of DM and be no more the Carrier for DM
and dog tested DM at risk should not be bred. And will be replaced under this
contract.
6. Seller guarantees puppy to be free of genetic heart and pancreas conditions
until three years of age no other guarantee’s exist stated or implied.

Buyers Responsibility:

1. The dog has been feed a high quality dog food. And not been subject to
accident or injury that may have caused the condition.
2. The puppy has not been sold to a second party or stayed with another person
without breeders’ permission.
3. Unless this contract has been signed and returned to me with in 10 days all
guarantee’s are void.
4. This puppy is sold for breeding , limited will only be lifted upon seeing the
OFA or penn-hip evaluation prelims anytime after the age of 6 months is
acceptable for lifting limited status. At That time $400 more dollars is owed
to lift limited to full registration.
5. Puppy owner agrees to sell most puppies on limited status, selling to other
breeders is allowed but it is important that when you sell to breeders to only
sell to those that also OFA certify or penn-hip as well.
6. No puppy resulting from breeding of the puppy I sold to you shall be sold to a
pet store or puppy broker or dealer or agent of either.
7. Hips rated as mild due to joint laxity only must be redone in 6 months and
with out anesthesia if possible.
8. It is the breeders responsibility to preserve the line you are breeding. Please
do not sell to breeders that do not health test. Good breeders either don’t sell
to other breeders they don’t know or require health tests to be done first.
And still then sell less the 5% of their puppies to other breeders.
Seller is not responsible for any future vet bills of any puppy or dog
purchased from Royalair* Buyer must provide e Orthopedic Animals Foundation
statement( for hips ) rated, severe by OFA) that the dog has a genetic or defect
covered by this agreement. For Hips & Elbows I will only accept OFA

evaluation (they must be sent to OFA & receive a severe
rating in hips and or elbows) . If the dog is determined to have a genetic
defect guaranteed above. Than the seller will replace the puppy with another puppy
of equal or higher value at the first available litter. ALL Expenses returning and
getting new dog are Buyers responsibility. Buyer May keep original Pup!
Seller is under no obligation to refund the money paid for the puppy .

****Any dog or puppy bought from Royalair may not be sold or given to
another party with out Robin Krumm of Royalair to be contacted first or
with out her written permission.

Sire :___________________________________________________________

Dam:____________________________________________________________

Birth date:_____________________________Sex______________________

Seller:____________________________________________________________

Buyer:___________________________________________________________

